Administrative Steering Division Home

Mission:

The Administrative Steering Division (ASD) (formerly Struction & Semantic Design Steering Division) focuses on the creation of basic patterns and common messages, including knowledge representation and access, that are used to convey domain specific content (e.g. as specified in the Clinical Steering Division). To that end we focus on the understanding and assistance in the implementation of standards based content within a variety of contexts. The goal is to drive consistency by bringing these variables together.

The ASD is comprised of the following Work Groups:

- Electronic Health Records
- Financial Management
- Imaging Integration
- Orders & Observations
- Patient Administration
- Payer/Provider Information Exchange (formerly known as Attachments)
- Patient Empowerment

Charter:

The ASD performs the following functions:

- Encourages cross work group collaboration and sharing
- Interacts with other Steering Divisions for concern identification and resolution
- Coordinate, facilitate project management across workgroups.
- Monitors and assists in the management of Work Group Health
- Engages with the Technical Steering Committee and Work Groups in the clarification, development and implementation of resolutions to identified concerns
- Assists in the education and adoption of HL7 methodologies and strategies as the organization continues to change

Leadership:

http://www.hl7.org/special/committees/ssdsd/leadership.cfm

- Documentation
- Votes for ASD
- Meeting Index
- Support
- Important Links
- Withdrawal request for FHIR DSTU1
- File Storage - S3 Connector
- Decision log
- Risk Based Contracts Member Attribution (ATR) List
- Gender Harmony Publication Request

Recently updated

FHIRcast: Application Context Synchronization in FHIR
May 09, 2022 • updated by Anthony Julian • view change

2018 OCT Administrative Steering Division Agenda
Nov 29, 2021 • updated by Ulrike Merrick • view change

Gender Harmony Publication Request
Aug 05, 2021 • created by Caroline Macumber

2021 ASD PSS Voting Spreadsheet (record of all ASD PSS voting - eVotes or via meetings)
Apr 21, 2021 • updated by Ulrike Merrick • view change

ASDeVOTE_20210408_CARIN_DigitalInsuranceCard
Apr 21, 2021 • updated by Ulrike Merrick • view change

ASD eVote 2021-03-22 FAST taskforce Directory in FHIR
Apr 01, 2021 • updated by Ulrike Merrick • view change

ASD eVote 2021-03-22 FAST taskforce Directory in FHIR
Mar 22, 2021 • created by Mary Kay McDaniel

ASD eVote_2021-03-14 ClinicalStatementCMET Reaffirmation PSS
Mar 14, 2021 • created by Ulrike Merrick

ASD eVote_2021-02-24 RadiationDoseSummaryPSS - NO VOTE NEEDED!
Feb 26, 2021 • updated by Ulrike Merrick • view change

2021-02-09 - ASD Vote_Pediatric Care Health IT Functional Profile
Feb 23, 2021 • updated by Anne Wizauer • view change

Affiliations:

This is a place for links to the HL7.org page with updated WorkGroup information